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Introduction 

The independent Task Force on U.N. reform was chaired by George Soros and 
cosponsored by the Council on Foreign Relations and the United Nations Association of 
the United States. Its purpose was to examine whether the United Nations has advanced 
or hindered the pursuit of U.S. interests in the last five years and to determine what 
changes within the United Nations will allow the United States to pursue its objectives 
more effectively. Members of the Task Force included both critics and supporters of the 
United Nations. 

The members of the Task Force met on four occasions, and their discussion is reflected in 
both the statement and the report entitled American National Interest and the United 
Nations. The statement summarizes the groups findings and recommendations, and the 
report provides background information brought forth during the meetings. 

The following people participated in Task Force discussions but were not asked to 
endorse the statement because of their official capacities: James P. Rubin (U.S. Mission 
to the United Nations), Charles E. Santos (United Nations), Sarah B. Sewall (U.S. 
Department of Defense), Gillian Martin Sorensen (United Nations), James B. Steinberg 
(U.S. Department of State), and George Ward (U.S. Department of State). 

Leslie H. Gelb, President, Council on Foreign Relations 

August 1996 

Statement of the Task Force 



The United Nations is in crisis. It is seen by many around the world to have failed critical 
tests in Bosnia and Rwanda. It is in perpetual financial difficulty due to the failure of 
many membersincluding the United Statesto pay dues and peacekeeping assessments. 

In the United States, the United Nations has unfortunately become a focus of dispute 
between the Congress and the executive branch, and, more recently, between the two 
political parties. Despite the urgings of Presidents Reagan, Bush, and Clinton that the 
United States meet its treaty obligations by paying its U.N. dues and peacekeeping 
assessments, Congress, under both Democratic and Republican leadership, has repeatedly 
failed to appropriate the full amount. In some instances, this resistance stemmed from 
objections to a particular U.N. operation or from a desire to pressure the United Nations 
to reform; in general, it was the result of national budget pressures and a feeling that the 
United States was being assessed too large a share of the U.N. budget. 

Some members of Congress object to American participation in the United Nations and 
have introduced legislation calling for U.S. withdrawal from the organization. Others 
have criticized what they view as excessive dependence on and deference to the United 
Nations and have opposed the participation of American troops in U.N. peacekeeping 
operationsparticularly under foreign operational control. 

The Clinton administration came into office talking expansively about multilateral 
cooperation through the United Nations. After controversy over this policy 
developedespecially about Somaliathe administration adopted a more modulated position 
while continuing to press for payment of U.N. dues and assessments and support for 
strengthening the U.N. capacity for peacekeeping. 

There is agreement among the president, the Congress, and interested private citizens and 
organizations that the U.N. system needs extensive reform. 

At the same time, many argue that the United Nations has been effective in traditional 
peacekeeping, in helping to end some persistent conflicts, in ameliorating humanitarian 
crises, and in addressing issues that can only be dealt with on a global basis, such as the 
environment, crime, terrorism, and health. 

In light of these conflicting views, the Council on Foreign Relations asked a group of 
distinguished Americans with a variety of perspectives to come together in a Task Force 
to discuss the United Nations. The charge given to the Task Force was to examine 
whether the United Nations has advanced or hindered the pursuit of U.S. interests as they 
have been defined by successive presidents. The Task Force was also asked to 
recommend reforms in the United Nations that would allow the United States to pursue 
its objectives more effectively. 

This statement and the accompanying report are the result.1

Findings 



The Task Force reached the following conclusions: 

1.Since the end of the Cold War, the United Nations has served U.S. interests well when 
U.S. presidents have had a clear and firm position. Perhaps these interests also could have 
been served by stitching together ad hoc coalitions, but such remedies would have lacked 
the international legitimacy now possessed by the United Nations. These judgments of 
the United Nations utility have been shared by both the Bush and Clinton administrations. 

2.Nonetheless, the United Nations is in crisis, mainly in the United States and partly 
because of political jockeying, but principally because member statesincluding the United 
Stateshave failed to pay their bills, have given the United Nations responsibilities without 
the power to carry them out, and have blamed the United Nations for failures in national 
policies. The United Nations remains, first and last, simply an organization of member 
states, with little or no independent power, and with its ultimate effectiveness dependent 
on the unity of the major powers.2

3.The principal way to make the United Nations a better organization and to better serve 
U.S. interests is to fix American perceptions of what the United Nations is and is not, and 
of what it can and cannot do. To be sure, the United Nations needs reform, streamlining, 
and cost-cutting. But what it needs most is for the major powers to agree on when, how, 
and where to use it well and wisely. 

Analysis 

In order to judge whether the United Nations has served American interests, as defined 
by U.S. presidents, the Task Force examined a number of situations in which presidents 
have turned to the United Nations. 

U.S. Military Operations 

The Task Force devoted much of its attention to situations in which American objectives 
led to the deployment of U.S. Armed Forcesunilaterally, in multilateral coalitions, or 
under U.N. auspices. The Task Forces finding is that when the United States knew what it 
wanted from the United Nations and took the lead in getting it, the United Nations 
provided important assistance in advancing American interests in these situations. When 
the United States had unrealistic objectives or sought to hide its indecision by turning the 
problem over to the United Nations, the results were often disastrous. 

The Bush administration, recognizing that U.N. support would be invaluable, sought and 
received the full backing of the U.N. Security Council for its efforts to force Iraq out of 
Kuwait and to impose critical restrictions on Iraq after the war. While the United States 
no doubt would have accomplished its objective of freeing Kuwait without the support of 
the United Nations, there can be no question that the United Nations facilitated the task; 
the efforts of the Bush and Clinton administrations to contain Iraq after the war depended 
on sanctions that would not have been effective without the legitimacy deriving from a 
global Security Council resolution. 



U.N. Security Council Resolution 678, which authorized member states to use all 
necessary means to liberate Kuwait if Iraq was still in noncompliance with previous U.N. 
resolutions, made it easier for the United States to persuade states to join the coalition, to 
grant base and transit rights, and to provide financial assistance. After the war, Security 
Council resolutions were critical to providing humanitarian assistance to the Kurds in 
northern Iraq, to the effective oil embargo, and to continuing weapons inspections in Iraq 
by the U.N. Special Commission (UNSCOM). 

In Haiti, a similar U.N. Security Council resolution, Resolution 940, made it easier for 
the Clinton administration to secure the support of other nations, particularly in the 
Western Hemisphere, for the U.S.-led military intervention. In this case, the United 
Nations also took over responsibility for the military force in Haiti, enabling the United 
States to withdraw its forces promptly. 

The Bush administration also sought and obtained a U.N. Security Council resolution, 
Resolution 794, to authorize its initial intervention in Somalia, an intervention that 
succeeded in alleviating the drastic humanitarian consequences of the breakdown of 
order. The succeeding U.N. force permitted the withdrawal of most U.S. forces while 
continuing to facilitate the flow of relief supplies into Somalia. However, under pressure 
from both the United States and the U.N. Secretariat, the peacekeeping mission 
eventually sought to use force to intervene in the Somali civil war with unfortunate 
results. 

Bosnia shows both the limits and the value of the United Nations. When member states, 
including the United States, sought to hide their own indecision about what to do in the 
former Yugoslaviaas well as their unwillingness to actby giving assignments to the U.N. 
peacekeeping force that it was not capable of carrying out, the results were unacceptable. 
On the other hand, the U.N. agencies active in Bosnia, including the U.N. High 
Commissioner for Refugees, have helped to alleviate human suffering. In December 
1995, following the signing of the Dayton agreement, the U.N. Security Council 
sanctioned the introduction of a multinational implementation force (IFOR) led by the 
North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO), while the United Nations was assigned the 
difficult task of overseeing the withdrawal of Serb forces from Eastern Slavonia. 

In Rwanda, no country was willing to provide the combat forces that might have 
prevented the genocide, but U.N. institutions helped to alleviate the suffering, minimizing 
the requirements for U.S. military intervention. 

Other Threats to International Peace and Security 

The Task Force also examined other situations in which the United States turned to the 
United Nations for action to deal with threats to peace that might have affected U.S. 
interests. Here again, the Task Force found that when the United States knew what it 
wanted and charged the United Nations with realistic tasks, the United Nations performed 
well and advanced American interests. 



The American effort to terminate the North Korean nuclear program was bolstered by the 
threat of U.N. sanctions if North Korea failed to permit international inspections and 
continues to be underpinned by the work of the United Nations International Atomic 
Energy Agency (IAEA). More generally, the United Nations has played an important role 
in preventing proliferation. 

Responding to American leadership, the U.N. Security Council broke new ground by 
imposing sanctions against Libya for its refusal to extradite those indicted for the terrorist 
bombing of Pan Am flight 103. Both the cutoff of air traffic and the arms embargo set a 
precedent that should help discourage other states from supporting terrorism. 

Meeting its most comprehensive challenge, the United Nations played a critical role in 
bringing relative peace to Cambodia, managing elections that put in place a government 
recognized and supported by the international community as well as the Cambodian 
people. 

The United Nations has also facilitated the settlement of internal conflicts in El Salvador, 
Nicaragua, Guatemala, Angola, Namibia, Eritrea, and Mozambiquedisputes that had been 
exacerbated by the Cold War. 

Global Issues 

Moreover, the United Nations plays an important role in seeking solutions for such global 
issues as international narcotics flows, threats to the environment, and disease control. It 
also advances U.S. interests by combating genocide, promoting democracy and respect 
for human rights, and addressing the humanitarian aspects of movements of people both 
within countries and across borders. 

The Task Force spent some time discussing the role of the United Nations in promoting 
sustainable development but could not reach agreement. Some members argued that the 
role of the U.N. Development Program (UNDP) and other U.N. agencies was important 
in complementing the activities of the World Bank and the International Monetary Fund 
(IMF), the regional banks, and bilateral programs. Others viewed U.N. efforts in this area 
as superfluous, and still others thought them counterproductive, while recognizing that 
they may be necessary to secure the support of other nations for those U.N. programs that 
are considered important to the United States. 

Recommendations 

The American people must recognize that the United Nations is an association of states. 
It can do only what its member states direct it to do. The United States is the most 
important member of the United Nations and the greatest single contributor of funds. The 
U.S. veto in the Security Council and the requirement for consensus in the adoption of 
the budget by the General Assembly mean that the United States can prevent most U.N. 
actions to which it objects. When the United States has exerted strong influence and 
leadership, it has almost always persuaded the Security Council to take the actions that 



the United States desired. Thus, the United States must and can take the lead in deciding 
what kind of United Nations will exist. 

Although the United States, of course, retains the right to act in self-defense without the 
concurrence of the U.N. Security Council and must maintain that prerogative, the right of 
the Security Council to authorize the use of force by member states to deal with threats to 
international security is the single most important responsibility of the United Nations. 
This authority of the Security Council is also a highly significant tool for the United 
States in promoting U.S. security objectives by facilitating effective support of many 
nations for the actions that the United States believes must be taken to protect its security. 
The United States should thus work to strengthen this capacity. 

The effective functioning of the United Nations requires changes in its procedures and 
operations to remove waste, inefficiency, and redundancy and to increase its capacity to 
act. This means that: 

1. The United Nations must give the most serious consideration to the recommendations 
being made by its under-secretary-general for administration and management, Joseph E. 
Connor, and others for the reform of U.N. procedures. 

2. The United Nations must continue to operate on a zero-growth regular budget,3pruning 
unnecessary and duplicative programs so as to permit some growth in important 
activities. At the same time, it must be ready to respond to genuine emergencies. 

3. The United States should work for the election of a U.N. secretary-general who will act 
decisively to improve the performance of the organization. 

4. The United States should work with other nations to improve the capacity of the 
United Nations to conduct peacekeeping operations. The United States should support 
peacekeeping operations only when there is a realistic source of funding for the U.S. 
share of the cost and the task is one that the U.N. force can perform. 

5. The United States should oppose giving tasks to the United Nations that it does not 
have the capacity to perform or that member states lack the will to implement; this 
applies in particular to Chapter VII peace enforcement operations that require a credible 
threat of combat and that must be conducted by ad hoc coalitions with the endorsement of 
the Security Council.4

The United Nations has contributed in important ways to U.S. security interests and can 
continue to do so. This will require the reestablishment of bipartisan and executive-
legislative cooperation in support of the essential activities of the United Nations. To that 
end the Task Force recommends the following: 

1. The administration and Congress resist the temptation both to turn tasks over to the 
United Nations that it has neither the capacity nor the authority to accomplish and to 
blame the United Nations for failures that are those of the member states. 



2. The president and Congress establish a process for approving peacekeeping operations 
that gives Congress a role consistent with its responsibility to provide the funds for such 
operations. Once the United States votes to support an operation, the United States should 
pay its assessment. 

3. More generally, the president and Congress should reach an understanding on the role 
of the United Nations that will lead to the appropriation of funds to pay U.S. arrears and 
to a unified approach to support for the United Nations. 

Whatever may have been the case in earlier periods, in the postCold War period the 
United Nations can be a useful and effective means to advance U.S. interests in the 
world. As such, it deserves the support of the American people and the American 
government. 

Report of the Task Force 

Introduction 

Is americas national interest served by the united nations? The surprising currency in 
Washington of proposals to slash funding for the United Nations, even to withdraw from 
U.N. membership, has framed this bottom-line question.5The United States cofounded the 
United Nations in 1945 to advance shared interests in peace and security, human rights, 
and economic development. The United States has supported the organization through a 
50-year history, using its voice and veto in the Security Council, and its influence in the 
General Assembly, to serve common interests and American national objectives. 
Nonetheless, in the last two years, the United States has fallen farther behind its pledged 
share of U.N. support. Each member country is supposed to send its contribution to the 
United Nations at the start of the new year. The 1995 payment, due and owing, was not 
appropriated by the U.S. Congress until April 1996, creating a severe cash crisis within 
the United Nations. The American voluntary contribution to U.N. development agencies 
has been cut by more than 25 percent in the most recent budget bill, and Congress has 
imposed a series of complex conditions on all contributions to the United Nations. The 
United States is $1.5 billion in arrears for U.N. peacekeeping operations, and the five-
year budget recommendation of the House and Senate proposes ignoring this debt. These 
measures seem to reflect a deep skepticism about the purpose and value of maintaining 
the United Nations as a working organization. 

To those who work in foreign affairs, the utility of the United Nations may seem second 
nature. Its purposes include maintaining and restoring peace among member states; 
stemming the proliferation of nuclear weapons and denying weapons of mass destruction 
to rogue states; providing humanitarian relief in manmade and natural catastrophes; 
establishing international norms on the sanctity of borders, the use of force, human rights, 
refugees, environmental protection, and free trade; aiding the economic development of 
the worlds poor countries; and establishing and policing technical standards in activities 
such as international aviation, satellite communication, postal services, the protection of 
intellectual property, and pharmaceutical drugs. 



At a minimum, the United Nations is an extremely convenient place for diplomatic 
consultations, where countries can negotiate without preconditions about the shape of the 
table. As Speaker of the House Newt Gingrich recently observed, the United Nations has 
a role as a center of discussion and as a center of diplomatic activity for the many varied 
problems where the great powers are not in conflict. The U.S. should see the U.N. as a 
key opportunity for us to interact on a world basis, the Speaker noted. [W]e should 
continue to be prepared within a realistic framework of being active in the U.N.6Former 
Secretary of State Henry A. Kissinger has similarly observed: 

Theres no dispute that the vast range of U.N. activities are indispensable. Theres no 
easier place for meetings with people where otherwise the fact of the meeting might be 
controversial, than the annual sessions of the General Assembly. There are many 
occasions when a negotiation has been completed, where the mechanism which the 
United Nations provides for observing compliance with the agreement would be very 
difficult to replace, if not impossible to replace. Many of the technical organizations of 
the United Nations perform a very crucial function, and in none of this should there be 
any dispute.7

The skeptics, however, question whether the United Nations can meet a basic test. They 
ask whether participation in the United Nations is consistent with American national 
security interests. Some of the foreign policy challenges of the last several years, in 
difficult situations such as the breakup of the former Yugoslavia, have led to quick claims 
that the difficulty lay not in the problem but in the institution trying to deal with the 
problem. 

To test the United Nations against the rock-hard standard of American national interest, 
the Council on Foreign Relations convened a Task Force to review the relationship of the 
United States and the United Nations in meeting the objectives of American foreign 
policy. The Task Force members come from widely varied professional backgrounds and 
political philosophies, including former members of the Reagan, Bush, Carter, and 
Clinton administrations. They looked at the foreign policy aims defined by each recent 
administration and asked a simple question: Did the United Nations help or hinder the 
achievement of U.S. objectives? 

The bottom line is plain. When the United States has had a clear and firm position, the 
United Nations has aided U.S. interestsas a useful source of authority, burden-sharing, 
and power. Those who flirt with abdication from the United Nations underestimate the 
variety of diplomatic, security, and economic instruments that the United Nations 
provides for the achievement of American foreign policy objectives. Of course, when the 
United States does not have a clear aim in mind, the record is less promising. Unilateral 
action and multilateral action alike will flounder if objectives are unfocused. 

The authority of the Security Councilin which the United States holds a decisive veto and 
preeminent swayhas remained ready at hand for American presidents to appeal to in 
building international coalitions, monitoring adversaries, and isolating rogue states. The 
Security Council is a unique instrumentallowing the United States to veto actions it does 



not like and yet to obtain the compliance of all members of the world community with 
Council decisions. The broad legal authority of the Security Council, under the U.N. 
Charter, has been used to address a number of emergencies in recent years, where this 
combination of power and legal authority was crucial. Its sharp instruments include 
economic sanctions as well as the use of force. In peacekeeping operations, the Council 
allows the major powers to combine their strategic military capabilities and logistics with 
the manpower of developing countries, in order to enter situations that otherwise would 
be difficult to manage. The Council also permits the United States to garner broad 
support for the use of strategic force, even while the United States carefully protects its 
right to act unilaterally when necessary. With the support of the Council, the United 
States is able to impose economic isolation and economic sanctions on rogue states, 
without opportunistic evasion by other trading nations. 

The coalition-building success of the Gulf War and tough economic sanctions designed to 
dismantle Iraqs nuclear, chemical, and biological weapons capabilities; the 
countermeasures threatened against North Korea to persuade Pyongyang to shelve its 
dangerous nuclear program; and the economic isolation of Libya to force the surrender of 
indicted terroristsall of these have been achievements of the United States working 
through the Security Council. U.N. treaty processes have set new limits on nuclear 
proliferation. Stabilizing Haitis new democratic government so that Haitian citizens are 
not forced to seek refuge elsewhere and winding down Cold War conflicts in Central 
America through the monitoring of democratic elections and demobilization of 
combatants in El Salvador and Nicaragua and a cease-fire in Guatemala have depended 
centrally on U.N. contributions. 

There have been more difficult cases as well. Reasonable people can debate the outcomes 
in the former Yugoslavia, Rwanda, and Somalia. The fits and starts of U.N. involvement 
have reflected disagreements on appropriate objectives or unwillingness to commit 
decisive military force. But even here, many American aims were met. The famine in 
Somalia was quelled. The Dayton peace plan is up and running in Bosnia. The United 
Nations is operating war crimes tribunals for Rwanda and the former Yugoslavia, using 
the authority of international human rights law and humanitarian law as well as the U.N. 
convention condemning genocide as an international crime. 

Reform of U.N. agencies for efficiency and savings is necessary and desirable. American 
leadership is prominent in these efforts. The Department of Defense has advised the 
United Nations on the overhaul of peacekeeping operations. Americans serve as the 
directors of UNICEF and undp. A widely admired American business executive is 
serving as U.N. under-secretary-general for administration and management, charged 
with remaking the U.N. personnel system, budgeting, and procurement. Cost containment 
has been served: the United Nations is operating on a no-growth nominal regular budget. 
This means the absolute dollar amount cannot increasethe United Nations has to cut costs 
to absorb any loss from inflation. U.N. dependence on U.S. financial support is also 
likely to decrease. The secretary-general and U.S. Permanent Representative Madeleine 
Albright have adopted the suggestion of former Secretary of State Cyrus Vance that the 
U.S. share be reduced to historic low levels. 



In pressing reform efforts, we must preserve what is useful. The United Nations has 
contributed to the fight against rogue states, nuclear terrorism, narcotics, and old-
fashioned aggressors, and has served our common interests in international human rights, 
disease control, and the environment. National interest is a bottom-line test, and by this 
test, proposals to hamstring or financially starve the United Nations are misguided. 

This Task Force report will proceed in two parts. First, it will look at recent central 
objectives of American foreign policy, to ask whether the United Nations advanced or 
hindered the pursuit of common interests. Second, it will look at some of the current 
problems of U.N. operations and constructive measures for reform. 

The Pursuit of American Foreign Policy Interests 

A. Iraq and Desert Storm 

Sadaam Husseins audacious challenge to the civilized world, by the sudden invasion of 
Kuwait and threat to Saudi Arabia, was a defining moment for postCold War American 
foreign policy. Some of our allies had commercial interests in Iraq and regional concerns 
about balance of power. Even so, the United States successfully argued in the Security 
Council that the respect for international borders must be preserved and that Iraqs action 
could not be allowed to stand. The United States won support for a binding embargo 
against Iraqi oil sales and a full arms embargo as incentives for Iraqi withdrawal.8When 
Iraq failed to withdraw, the United States won a Security Council resolution for the use of 
all necessary means to remove Iraq from Kuwait.9

The advantages of U.N. machinery in this were plain. By going to the Security Council, 
the United States obtained worldwide scope for anti-Iraq sanctions. The United States 
holds a veto over Security Council decisions; the Council cannot act without U.S. 
approval. But when the Security Council does decide a matter under Chapter VII of the 
Charter, it has binding international legal force over all countries of the world. The U.N. 
Security Council combines the muscle of great power politics with a universal 
authoritythe legal right to demand compliance by all member states. 

In Desert Storm, the United States had a right to use military force against Iraq as a 
measure of self-defense even without a Security Council vote. But the Councils 
resolution made it easier for a number of countries to join the U.S.-led coalition. Our 
partners provided base support and overflight rights and financed most of the effort. 
Germany and Japan contributed over $15 billion; the Gulf states contributed $37 billion. 
The Arab states remained in the coalition throughout the allied operations. When the 
United Nations is debated in the United States, we should not forget its prominence and 
appeal in the decision-making of our foreign partners. 

Following the coalition victory, the United Nations has acted to prevent Sadaam Hussein 
from threatening the region again. The Security Council demanded the dismantling of 
Sadaams weapons of mass destruction and authorized an unprecedented U.N. inspection 
program operating on Iraqi soil to disarm a proven aggressor of these dangerous 



capacities.10Under Swedish diplomat Rolf Ekus, UNSCOM has used investigative 
doggedness and persistence, national technical resources, and the power of continuing 
economic sanctions to investigate and dismantle Sadaams programs in ballistic missiles 
and chemical and biological weapons. The monitoring has included on-site inspections in 
Iraq, demands for Iraqi records, and technical monitoring. The commission has blown up 
Sadaams chemical weapons facility and his biological weapons factory and is continuing 
to demand more information and access to sites to thwart Iraqi plans to build ballistic 
missiles with a 2,000-kilometer range and to account for existing inventories of 
biological reagents. With the IAEA, the commission is dismantling Sadaams nuclear 
capabilities. The special commission provides a new model on how to monitor and move 
against rogue state weapons activity. The Security Council oil embargo has been key to 
Iraqi compliance; the embargo remains effective through U.N. Security Council 
sanctions, including a carefully structured program to allow limited and monitored oil 
sales for humanitarian purposes. 

So, too, the United States was able to protect the Kurds in the north of Iraq, a people who 
suffered chemical weapons attacks by Sadaam Hussein in the 1980s. The United Nations 
Operation Provide Comfort was an unprecedented safeguard against a states mistreatment 
of a minority population; it prevented Sadaam from using northern airspace and deployed 
U.N. guards to resettle Kurdish refugees in their traditional areas and to monitor Iraqi 
actions. Even beyond supplying ground personnel, the United Nations provided the legal 
authority that forbade Iraq from entering the northern sector of its own territory.11

The United States can engage in individual and collective measures of self-defense even 
without the United Nations. But, as shown by the case of Iraq, Security Council authority 
aids American policy by adding the teeth of economic sanctions, extending a broad 
political umbrella, and authorizing on-site monitoring on foreign state territory. 

B. North Korea and the Nuclear Crisis 

In 1993, it became clear that the government of Kim Il Sung in Pyongyang, North Korea, 
was engaged in a nuclear development program using reprocessed fuel from gas-graphite 
reactors. This posed a direct threat to U.S. security interests in the region. The 
commitment of the United States to the defense of South Korea is historic, serving to 
maintain the balance of power; the United States seeks to prevent any Asian nation from 
threatening its neighbors. The growth of Asia as a trading partner also makes plain our 
economic interests in the area. 

The IAEA conducted close on-site inspections of North Korean facilitiessomething the 
United States could not have achieved alone. Indeed, the first alert on North Koreas 
misbehavior was provided by IAEA monitoring; U.N. inspectors issued a warning against 
North Koreas apparent diversion of spent fuel, leading to North Koreas provocative 
announcement that it would refuse further IAEA inspections and withdraw from the U.N. 
treaty against nuclear proliferation.12



With Security Council backing, the United States was able to threaten effective economic 
sanctions against North Korea. This threat was key to gaining the agreement negotiated 
by American envoy Robert Gallucci, requiring North Korea to shut down its diversion-
prone gas-graphite nuclear reactors in exchange for assistance in planning far safer light-
water reactors. In the new Korean Peninsula Energy Development Organization (KEDO), 
headed by American diplomat Stephen Bosworth, the North Koreans are sitting down for 
the first time with government representatives of South Korea and Japan to plan the 
financing and construction of safe and monitored North Korean atomic power plants, to 
be carried out by the South Korean Electric Power Company. A crisis was turned into an 
unprecedented forum for intergovernmental contact, to try to bring North Korea out of its 
truculent isolation from the world community. The energy agreement will be policed by 
KEDO and the IAEA.13

C. Libya and Terrorism 

The 1988 terrorist bomb that destroyed Pan Am flight 103 over Lockerbie, Scotland, was 
shocking to all Americans. The United States concluded that Libya provided support for 
terrorist activities resulting in the aircrafts destruction and took action through the 
Security Council. The United States obtained Council sanctions against Libya that cut off 
all arms sales and civil aviation links. The United States also has highlighted Muammar 
al-Qaddafis responsibility for state-sponsored terrorism, and the Council has issued a 
legally binding demand that Libya turn over the suspects in the bombing for trial. Council 
authority has been highly useful in maintaining a common bulwark against Libyaa 
country that traditionally has had economic attractions for many allies. 

Use of the Security Council also has developed international law against terrorism. 
Before, there was little established basis to demand that a country surrender its own 
nationals for trial abroad, unless there was an extradition treaty obligation. The U.S.-
sponsored action clarified the rules of international criminal law and established that 
state-sponsored terrorism would not go unpunished.14This precedent has been followed in 
demanding that Sudan extradite individuals responsible for the 1995 attempted 
assassination of Egyptian President Hosni Mubarak in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia.15

D. Transition to Democracy in Haiti 

In 1994 Haitis democratically elected government was restored and the flow of Haitian 
refugees to American shores was stemmed by the joint efforts of the United States, the 
Organization of American States (OAS), and the United Nations. In 1990 Haiti enjoyed 
its first democratic elections in decadesin accord with the decision of the last three 
American presidents to make the advancement of democracy an important objective of 
American foreign policy. The democratic process was thwarted by a Haitian military 
coup in 1991, blocking President Jean-Bertrand Aristide from office. The United States 
put pressure on the Haitian military regime to step down, with economic sanctions voted 
by the U.N. Security Council.16A joint OAS-U.N. human rights monitoring mission also 
exposed the abusive nature of the Haitian regime. 



After attempts at a negotiated solution were exhausted, the United States obtained a 
unanimous resolution approving a forced entry into Haiti from the U.N. Security Council. 
An American-led coalition of armed forces was deployed to Haiti in October 1994 and 
restored the elected government.17U.N. authority enhanced the legitimacy of the action 
within Haitian society, where military intervention might otherwise have evoked 
nationalist feelings, since the United States occupied Haiti from 1915 to 1934. The U.N. 
umbrella also helped to persuade other nations to participate and permitted a rapid 
drawdown of U.S. personnel from 20,000 to 6,000 within a few months, succeeded by a 
U.N. multinational force.18New democratic elections for the Haitian parliament and 
presidency were conducted under U.N. and OAS monitoring, with the stabilizing 
presence of U.N. peacekeepers from more than a dozen nations. In February 1996 and 
again in late June 1996, the Security Council authorized a small continuing force, 
including a national contingent from Canada, to provide future stability.19

E. Bosnia 

Bosnias cruel conflict has concerned two presidents, even while Americans debated how 
the United States should contribute to resolving the crisis. In the attempt to mitigate the 
harshness of the war, the United Nations distributed humanitarian aid to civilians in 
hazardous convoys run by relief workers and peacekeepers and mounted economic 
sanctions against Serbia to discourage that countrys intervention in the war.20The United 
Nations authorized a no-fly zone over Bosnia to prevent the Serbs from using air power 
against the Bosnian government. A U.N.-sponsored blockade of Serbian 
commercethrough Operation Sharp Guard on the Adriatic Sea and monitoring on the 
Danube Riverput pressure on Serbian President Slobodan Milosevic to agree to the 
American-sponsored Dayton peace plan. 

The Bosnian war involved issues that rightfully need examination. At the outset, the 
major powers were unwilling to commit forces for the purpose of enforcing peace. Those 
who now criticize U.N. performance in Bosnia rarely do so for the mission it was actually 
chartered and resourced to perform: peacekeeping and the distribution of humanitarian 
aid. Over time, public expectations grew, but the United Nations was not given the 
Chapter VII authority or the firepower needed to quash the fighting. There was never an 
adequately sized and equipped force to provide for the protection of Bosnian civilian safe 
areasto prevent their use by Muslims as military sanctuaries and staging points for 
launching offensives, or to prevent Serb forces from shelling civilian targets. The U.N. 
peacekeeping force was never tasked to stop the ethnic cleansing of disputed areas or to 
protect the lives of prisoners-of-war captured by the combatants. The traditional reticence 
of the United Nations in the use of force in peacekeeping is open to debate and is 
changing. But the member states that failed to agree on a more robust policy cannot 
deflect all blame onto the United Nations. The United Nations was limited in its 
resources and its mandate. 

At the same time, one strategic success was achieved: the war was prevented from 
spreading. Unilateral intervention in the conflict by other powers could have been highly 
destabilizing. Through the ongoing consultations of the Security Council and the five-



nation Contact Group, outside military forces were largely excluded, and the conflict was 
kept local. In addition, the United Nations delivered humanitarian aid that kept civilians 
alive in the harsh conditions of the war. 

In the Dayton peace plan, the U.N. Security Council has played an important legal role, 
authorizing the use of force to carry out the cease-fire and peace agreement. At Dayton, 
the parties accepted the peace plan and agreed to the deployment of a multinational 
Implementation Force, including NATO forces and troops from other countries. But the 
belligerents consent is backstopped by a Security Council Chapter VII resolution 
authorizing the use of force if the parties stray from the cease-fire or agreement.21The 
United Nations also has recruited international police monitors, to watch the performance 
of local police agencies in the Republika Srpska and the Muslim-Croat Federation in 
Bosnia, seeking to prevent the abuse of ethnic minorities. 

U.N. forces are supervising the restoration of Croatian authority in Eastern Slavonia, a 
task that NATO did not wish to take on, but one that is crucial to the acceptance of the 
Dayton peace agreement. U.N. forces have successfully served in a first-ever preventive 
deployment in Macedonia, providing reassurance to that former Yugoslav republic. U.N.-
sponsored negotiations led to an important treaty settlement between Macedonia and 
Greece, fixing the border, winning mutual recognition, and ending Greeces disastrous 
economic embargo against Macedonia. 

The United Nations has helped to focus world public opinion on civilian casualties in the 
war. A recent prominent study by UNICEFthe U.N. childrens aid agency, headed by an 
Americannoted that in recent wars 90 percent of the casualties have been civilian. The 
maiming and death of women and children from land mines used in civil wars also has 
been at the center of multilateral negotiations on new protocols to the 1980 U.N. 
Convention on Conventional Weapons. 

F. Somalia and Rwanda 

The United States traditionally has pitched in to meet natural disasters. The United 
Nations has provided a cooperative mechanism to deal with man-made disasters. The 
record of response in Rwanda and Somalia, trying to thwart genocide and famine in those 
two countries, was mixed. In Rwanda, no country was willing to contribute combat 
troops for a U.N. operation to stem the slaughter of 500,000 Tutsi by the Hutu in mid-
1994. Canadian General Romeo Dallaire, commanding the lightly armed U.N. contingent 
in Rwanda, maintains that prompt military intervention could have successfully quashed 
the fighting with few casualties. But the deaths of ten Belgian peacekeepers at the outset 
of the conflict was traumatic to troop-donating countries, and the United States was still 
assessing its experience in Somalia. One necessary lesson of Rwanda is that there is no 
substitute for political will. Nonetheless, the U.N. High Commissioner for Refugees 
coordinated relief efforts among many governments and private organizations. Under 
U.N. auspices, American troops contributed to the refugee efforts in the face of an 
unstable environment, including the delivery of clean water, which helped save thousands 
of lives. 



In Somalia, the United States committed its forces for a short-term intervention to protect 
food deliveries in the midst of a famine and the breakdown of civil order. The United 
States ran into difficulty in October 1993 when it attempted to arrest clan leader 
Mohammed Aideed.22This operation cost 18 American lives; it was conducted under 
American military command,23although in the aftermath political leaders in Washington 
sometimes preferred to sidestep this fact. The loss of American troops in Somalia was a 
wake-up call to think through how to structure peacekeeping operations so that there is 
unified command within the American contingent, adequate U.S. backup forces, and 
secure use of military intelligence. 

G. Cambodia 

The successful resolution of the conflict in Cambodia has stabilized a region that is 
important to American security interests. The Cambodian conflict was in large part a 
surrogates war, pitting the Soviet- and Vietnamese-backed regime of Hun Sen against the 
Chinese-backed Khmer Rouge and the Khmer Peoples National Liberation Front 
(KPNLF), a U.S. ally. Exhaustion of the parties; changed policies in Russia, China, and 
Vietnam; and a facilitating role by regional powers such as Australia, Indonesia, and 
Japan enabled the United Nations to gain a peace accord and to organize the first 
democratic elections in Cambodia. Held in 1993, these elections closed a chapter of the 
long nightmare of Cambodias genocide. The successful elections in Cambodia required a 
large-scale ground presence by U.N. peacekeeping troops, international civilian police, 
and human rights monitors. Regional powers helped to fund the successful transition to 
democracy. Troops were contributed by countries such as the Netherlands, Malaysia, 
Uruguay, Bulgaria, and Japan. Although the long-term situation is delicate, the Khmer 
Rouge were discredited by their aloofness from the U.N.-sponsored elections. Without 
the United Nations, this peacekeeping operation and negotiated end of a Cold War 
conflict would have been harder to arrange. 

H. El Salvador, Nicaragua, and Guatemala 

The stability of Central America has been a traditional interest of American foreign 
policy. The El Salvador civil war was resolved through negotiations led by U.N. 
Secretary-General Javier Prez de Cullar and other interested leaders in the region, with 
the cooperation of the United States. The United Nations establishment of a Truth 
Commission to inquire into human rights problems, supervision of the demobilization of 
combatants and financing of farmland for their reemployment, and the creation of a new 
police force all helped to resolve the Salvadoran conflict. In Nicaragua, democratic 
elections were supervised by the United Nations in 1989, dislodging the Sandinistas from 
authority, although they still share power in the armed forces. Demobilization of civil war 
combatants was supervised by the United Nations and the Inter-American Commission 
on Human Rights. A U.N. human rights mission is currently deployed throughout 
Guatemala, deterring human rights violations and monitoring a cease-fire between the 
combatants in the civil war. In each case, the confidence of the opposing sides has 
depended crucially on the impartiality of an international organization, especially since 
the United States was involved in the region throughout the 1980s. 



I. Angola and Mozambique 

A pair of Cold War conflicts in Africa is reaching settlement through U.N. peacekeeping. 
In 1975 Cuban involvement in Angola complicated that countrys Cold War conflict; 
fighting in the former Portuguese colony of Mozambique also was embroiled in the East-
West conflict. In the last three years, the United Nations has gained an end to the war in 
Mozambique, through negotiations sponsored by the Roman Catholic community of Sant 
Egidio and the efforts of the U.N. secretary-generals representative, Italian diplomat Aldo 
Ajello, who supervised the cantonment and demobilization of combatants, persuaded the 
insurgents to opt for democratic political participation, and watched over Mozambiques 
first democratic elections. The new peace in Mozambique is apparently stable. The 
United Nations served as a workable mechanism for Western powers to coordinate 
diplomatic support for the peace process. 

The civil conflict in Angola has been less tractable, due to the willingness of insurgent 
Jonas Savimbi to continue the war. A new U.N. peacekeeping force has been deployed 
and diplomatic efforts are under way, under the supervision of the secretary-generals 
representative, Malian diplomat Alioune Blondin Beye. The new relative stability in 
these southern African conflicts brings to a successful close two decades of Cold War 
conflict and prevents further hardship for innocent civilians. 

J. South Africa and Namibia 

The peaceful transformation of South Africa into a democratic state, through a sanctions 
regime maintained by the United Nations over many years and the 1994 elections 
supervised by the United Nations, should count as one of the triumphs of our time. It was 
a victory for democracy and the future of multiethnic states, and it stabilized the political 
situation of all of southern Africa. Similarly, the U.N. role in urging independence for 
Namibia and in contributing to democratic elections is another example of how 
international efforts can quell a civil conflict. 

K. Other American Security Interests: Nuclear Nonproliferation, Counterterrorism, 
Counternarcotics, Genocide andHuman Rights, Disease Control 

The United States has other security interests beyond these immediate crises. The United 
Nations has provided useful tools in addressing issues such as nuclear nonproliferation, 
terrorism, narcotics, human rights, and disease. Sri Lankas former ambassador to the 
United Nations, Jayantha Dhanapala, successfully led the 1995 conference to extend the 
U.N. Treaty on the Nonproliferation of Nuclear Weapons, persuading nonnuclear 
countries to refrain from acquiring destabilizing weapons. 

In the fight against terrorism, the U.N. General Assembly has proposed treaty law that 
recognizes terrorist acts as international crimes. These treatiesprotecting civil aviation, 
diplomats, and other international personshave been ratified by most countries of the 
world. Terrorists committing these acts can no longer be sheltered in a host country under 



a political crime loophole; the U.N. treaties require that each treaty partner either 
prosecute or extradite the terror suspects. 

U.N. antinarcotics efforts also have created a treaty framework that requires countries to 
enact criminal legislation against drug dealers and money launderers. Former U.S. 
Attorney General Dick Thornburgh recently praised the effort as worthy of emulation in 
fighting transnational corporate crime as well. 

International norms protecting human rights and the growing acceptance by governments 
of the human rights monitoring responsibility of U.N. bodies also have served U.S. 
interests. The Genocide Convention condemns any country engaged in destruction of a 
distinct ethnic group. The forum of the U.N. Human Rights Commission and the Human 
Rights Committee in Geneva can turn bright lights on regimes that abuse minority 
peoples and nationalities; this serves international security by heading off civil conflicts. 
The human rights framework created by the United Nations with the 1948 Universal 
Declaration of Human Rights was grandfather to the Helsinki process that helped unravel 
the Soviet bloc. An emphasis on human rights served to distinguish the United States in 
Cold War competitions and still gives worldwide reason to respect American leadership. 
The United Nations also has created a High Commissioner for Human Rights to mediate 
and focus attention on troubled situations. 

The plight of refugees and displaced persons is addressed by the U.N. High 
Commissioner for Refugees, the singularly effective Sadako Ogata, with support from 
UNDP, the World Food Program, and UNICEF, among other agencies. Refugee flows 
destabilize neighboring countries, even draw them into the conflict. Providing a 
mechanism for humanitarian aid and repatriation saves human lives and mitigates the 
crises created by sudden refugee movements. Worldwide, over 45 million men, women, 
and children are refugees and displaced persons. This is obviously a problem that the 
United States cannot resolve alone. 

U.N. Security Council authority also has been used to establish War Crimes Tribunals in 
the Hague to prosecute war crimes and genocide committed in the former Yugoslavia and 
in Rwanda. Without the Security Council, setting up a new institution would have been a 
slow process, requiring treaty negotiations country by country. The possibility of Security 
Council economic sanctions also provides an incentive for cooperation with the tribunals. 

Controlling infectious diseases and world epidemics is another security interest of the 
United States. There is no waters edge solution to infectious disease; beating it back at 
the source is essential for American health security. The high volume of air travel and 
international trade makes this plain; domestic health cannot be insulated from virulent 
changes in the outside environment. The United Nations has eradicated smallpox and has 
led successful efforts to inoculate 80 percent of the worlds children against the most 
common childhood diseases. With U.N. leadership on issues such as oral rehydration 
therapy, childhood mortality rates have been cut by 50 percent since the 1960s. The 
Belgian doctor who discovered the Ebola slow virus is now heading a Geneva-based 
AIDS commission to persuade developing countries that they must address the problem 



of infected populations. Ebola virus, river blindness, and recurrent tuberculosis also have 
been the focus of U.N. efforts through UNICEF and the World Health Organization 
(WHO). 

L. Democracy and Development 

Many political analysts believe that democracies are unlikely to fight each other.24In a 
democracy, belligerent intentions become transparent; democratic electorates dislike 
casualties; and economic growth is a likelier way of winning votes. The United Nations 
recognition of a right to democracy in the 1948 Universal Declaration of Human Rights 
and the 1976 Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, has served to delegitimate many 
belligerent regimes.25New programs carried out by UNDP and other agencies to support 
and monitor democratic elections and build civil institutions give concrete reinforcement 
to this norm. A new Initiative on Africa, for example, involving the United Nations and 
World Bank, will focus on governance. 

Economic developmentto relieve the hardship of the worlds poorhas been a central 
purpose of the United Nations since its founding in 1945. The Bretton Woods agencies of 
the larger U.N. systemthe World Bank and the IMFhave taken the lead in proposing 
market-based reforms for countries that formerly followed socialist or protectionist paths. 
UNDP, under the leadership of U.S. administrator James Gustave Speth, has addressed 
problems of environment, poverty, and womens roles to supplement the Bretton Woods 
institutions. UNDP also helps to strengthen technical and administrative capacities in 
poor countries, allowing them to adopt market solutions. UNDP has the strongest in 
country presence of any U.N. agencycrucial in program monitoring and delivery 
capacityand has been central in post-conflict reconstruction in places such as El Salvador 
and Mozambique. The United Nations has limited capacity for crisis response, and 
UNDP also has acted to provide emergency humanitarian aid and economic 
reconstruction in Rwanda and elsewhere. 

UNICEF has provided an emphasis on human capital and small enterprise, a strategy now 
adopted by the World Bank and the IMF as well, in addition to its mission of protecting 
mothers and children. In the annual State of the Worlds Children report, UNICEF focuses 
the attention of member governments on childrens welfare as a crucial measure of 
performance. UNICEF is the most popular international program, traditionally headed by 
an American, and has provided an important mechanism for projecting U.S. values across 
divergent cultures. 

The multiplier effect of U.N. development work also is important. U.S. contributions 
have been matched many times over by other countries interested in attacking 
underdevelopment. These U.N. projects are funded by voluntary donations from other 
countries. The Nordic nations give development and humanitarian aid far in excess of 
their mandatory duesapproximately $1 billion per year. UNDP receives over $2 billion 
per year in voluntary aid funds. The High Commissioner for Refugees runs her refugee 
operations for victims of war and natural disaster on voluntary donations totaling $1 
billion. At a time when the United States is cutting back its economic assistance overseas 



because of budget demands at home, this magnifying effect is important. The United 
Nations serves as a common pool for development monies and targets the conditions of 
poverty and social breakdown that, if unattended, can precipitate the next crisis. It helps 
to avoid the occasions when armed force might otherwise be needed and to develop 
markets for trade and American goods. 

Some observers believe that a number of U.N. economic development agencies are 
duplicative and need consolidation, especially with the advent of the World Trade 
Organization (WTO). At the same time, others believe that these agencies are important 
as an alternative source of advice for developing countries, especially in economic 
negotiations with the Bretton Woods institutions. 

M. Environment 

The United Nations is a key tool for the United States in advancing its enormous interest 
in environmental protection. The United States has a strong interest in reaching 
agreement with other nations on remedial measures to address loss of biological 
diversity, reducing the use of chlorofluorocarbons, stemming the effects of deforestation 
and other resource depletions, and mitigating possible human impacts on climate change. 
No one nation could address these problems by itself, and they affect the physical well-
being of Americans in an immediate way. The United Nations is the only universal forum 
in which we can seek the intergovernmental consensus required for common action. 

N. Setting Technical Standards 

Although often overlooked, the work of U.N. specialized agencies is central in setting 
standards and preventing disputes in a host of technical areas that are crucial in 
international transactions, communications, and transportation. U.N. bodies coordinate 
civil aviation, allocate radio frequencies, monitor maritime safety, and coordinate 
worldwide weather forecasting. Other crucial tasks include worldwide postal service 
cooperation, intellectual property protection (for American patents, copyrights, and 
trademarks), and international labor standards to maintain some minimum standard for 
working men and women. The standard-setting avoids a race to the bottom and 
opportunistic behavior. It solves the disputes that inevitably would arise if all states acted 
unilaterally. 

U.N. Problems and Reforms 

The U.S. interest in an effective United Nations requires that we reform and streamline 
U.N. operations. The call for U.N. reform deserves sustained and serious attention but 
must begin with three caveats. Member countries often have preferred to limit the United 
Nations ability to act, in order to retain political control in situations of interest to them. 
Member countries often have given the United Nations the most difficult problems that 
lack any quick solution, as a political expedient, and then, at a safe distance, have 
inconsistently complained that the problems were not easily solved. And finally, reform-
minded states will fail at the effort if a basic commitment to the success of the institution 



is in doubt. Reform requires frank self-examination, and this is made more difficult by an 
environment in which an institution is under threat. Starving the United Nations for 
fundsor threatening unilateral withdrawalcan interfere with the attempt to reform the 
institution. 

There has been a host of studies of the United Nations in the last half-dozen years, 
debating possible changes to the U.N. Charter, reconstitution of the United Nations 
political structure, and possible expansion of the Security Council. These changes are 
highly contentious and are unlikely to be put into practice in any near term. The basic 
operational problems of the United Nations are much plainer. The United States should 
concentrate on these achievable goals. 

The first requirement is to streamline the organization by eliminating redundant agencies 
and scaling down unnecessary operations. There is heated debate over which agencies 
can be consolidated or eliminated, especially in the economic and social area. The triage 
should not mistake box-moving on an organizational chart with real economies of scale. 
The United States has withdrawn from the U.N. Industrial Development Organization 
(UNIDO). The Commission on Global Governanceco-chaired by former Commonwealth 
Secretary-General Shridath Ramphal and former Swedish Prime Minister Ingvar 
Carlssonhas proposed that the U.N. Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD) 
be merged into the WTO. UNCTAD is now meeting every six months with the WTO to 
coordinate working plans, under the new U.N.-WTO agreement. It is reasonable, in our 
view, to require that agencies with concurrent areas of competence justify their separate 
identities. Nonetheless, the wide tent membership of the United Nationsuseful to the 
United States in binding other countries through Security Council decisionsmay require 
some latitude in preserving agencies that developing countries believe to be important. 

Every American government agency and corporation has been forced in the last ten years 
to address whether its work can be done with fewer personnel. There is no reason that the 
United Nations should be exempt from this process. An international organization needs 
to give its members a role in the enterprise; the distribution of posts among talented 
citizens of many nations is part of giving confidence and building support for the 
organization. But national rosters need to be scrutinized to assure that candidates are well 
qualified and good managers. The effort of Under-Secretary-General Joseph Connor to 
put in place a rigorous system of performance evaluation is worthwhile and should be 
supported. The current U.N. system of permanent posts and lifetime contracts is open to 
question. While at-pleasure appointments can expose U.N. personnel to high-pressure 
tactics from member countries and political undercutting, a workable compromise may 
lie with limited-term appointments. Meritocratic appointments are wanting in another 
respect: the United Nations has appointed few women to senior posts within the 
Secretariat. A commitment to use this pool of talent is not yet part of the United Nations 
working culture. 

It is crucial to encourage management responsibility. The United Nations often suffers 
from overly detailed micromanagement. For example, the General Assemblys Advisory 
Committee on Administrative and Budget Questions sets detailed expenditure categories 



for each agency and peacekeeping operation rather than giving responsibility to the 
mission head for successful performance. At the same time, there is no adequate top-level 
supervision. Member countries are able to protect ineffective agency administrators. The 
poor performance of the current head of the WHO is a case in point. A secretary-general 
often has limited time for administration, yet there is no deputy-secretary-general to fill 
the gap. The current management style of rotating posts among under-secretaries at 
frequent intervals also interferes with efficient administration, since there is a steep 
learning curve for each new head. Finally, it is crucial that the United Nations elect a 
secretary-general who gives clear and consistent priority to management reform as well 
as international emergencies. 

U.N. budgeting and finances are a second concern. The sudden ballooning of expenses 
for peacekeeping from 1991 to 1995, because of the large-scale operations in Somalia, 
Cambodia, and the former Yugoslavia, combined with American budget cutbacks in 
1995, has led to a new scrutiny of U.N. expenses. The opaqueness of the U.N. budget 
process adds to the tension. But there is every reason to suppose that U.N. expenses will 
moderate for the foreseeable future. The organization has held to a commitment of no 
real growth in the regular budget for nearly ten years and, for the last year, no nominal 
growth. The United States can wield its veto in the Security Council to assure a sensible 
triage of peacekeeping commitments. Thanks to reforms agreed on in 198687, U.N. 
budget decisions are subject to a consensus decision in the General Assembly, and the 
United States can withhold its consent. Mr. Connors charged tasks include rationalizing 
the budget process, so that member countries can more easily follow the bottom line. 

The failure of the United States to pay its regular budget and peacekeeping assessments 
has made budget reform more difficult in some respects. U.S. failure to pay allows an 
easy riposte by countries that resist reform. It forces the use of budgetary shortcutssuch as 
borrowing from the peacekeeping account to pay ordinary expenses of the United 
Nationsthat are not desirable. We also should be aware that the arrearages can prevent the 
United Nations from doing some things the United States would very much likefor 
example, sending additional human rights monitors to Burundi and other crisis areas. 

A working group chaired by Austrian Ambassador Ernst Sucharipa and Trinidad and 
Tobago Ambassador Annette des Iles is examining how to reallocate expenses among 
U.N. members. U.N. dues are scaled generally to the size of a members economy, that is, 
gross domestic product (GDP), with discounts for countries that have low per-capita 
incomes. The American economy produces approximately one-quarter of the worlds 
wealth, and American dues have been 25 percent in recent years.26Some countries are 
considering the advice given by the late Swedish Prime Minister Olaf Palme, that no 
single country should be asked to fund too large a proportion of the organizations 
expenses, if only because doing so encourages undue dependence. Recently, former 
Secretary of State Cyrus Vance proposed that the United Nations should depend on the 
United States for no more than 15 to 20 percent of its expenses,27and the suggestion was 
reiterated by the secretary-general28and U.S. Ambassador Madeleine Albright.29On the 
other hand, our budget contribution increases U.S. influence in U.N. affairs, a desirable 
objective from the point of view of many observers. The Reagan administration resisted 



earlier proposals to cut the U.S. share for this reason. In addition, a zero-based nominal 
budget for the United Nations will continue to reduce the real cost to the United States. 

The amount that the United States should pay is open to debate. What is clear is that the 
United Nations cannot run efficiently if the United States pays its dues late and 
erratically. The standards of any ordinary business require predictability in cash flows 
and capital reserves for unexpected expenses. The United States should enable the United 
Nations to meet these standards. Any reduction of our share of U.N. assessments must be 
done in a realistic way, identifying which countries may plug the gap and understanding 
that this hand-off is likely to increase other countries political influence. We should seek 
to accomplish reduction by political agreement within the General Assembly, abiding by 
our treaty obligations. We should continue to remember that U.S. companies obtain a far 
larger proportion of U.N. contracts and business than we contribute to the overall U.N. 
budget. 

A valuable proposal is currently before the United Nations to reduce the number of years 
over which a countrys GDP is averaged in setting assessment shares, so that newly 
prosperous countries will pay a larger share; the United Nations formerly used a 10-year 
average and now uses a 7.5-year average; it should be changed to a 3-year average. The 
General Assembly also has adopted an important reform proposal ending the long-
standing scheme of limits, which formerly capped changes in assessment rates from one 
year to the next; this deregulation of the rate of change of assessments will be phased in 
fully for the 1997 assessment year. The United Nations also is considering useful 
proposals to reduce the size of discount on assessed rates for large economies that have 
low per-capita income. 

A third problem is to continue to modernize the U.N. capacity to oversee complicated 
security operations. It is generally conceded, inside the United Nations and among 
member countries, that war-fighting and combat operations lie outside the United Nations 
capability; peace enforcement must be left to willing coalitions of member countries, 
aided by Security Council authorization. Nonetheless, it still is crucial to strengthen and 
maintain U.N. management capacity to handle future peacekeeping operations where 
robust force may have to be available as a deterrentfor example, in the winding down of a 
conflict and the separation of forces. The United Nations must be able to analyze 
intelligence information, must have real-time communications equipment to maintain 
contact with commanders of national military contingents, and must have an adequate 
source of realistic military advice. 

The U.S. Department of Defense has worked hand-in-glove with the United Nations 
Department of Peacekeeping Operations over the last two years, to improve U.N. 
capability in planning and managing peace operations. The United Nations now has an 
operations center, staffed 24 hours a day, seven days a week, to respond to requests from 
the field and to provide the secretary-general with up-to-date information and analysis 
necessary for mission planning and recommendations to the Security Council. (In 
contrast, at the time of the Rwanda emergency in 1994, the secretary-general could not 
communicate directly with the U.N. force commander in Rwanda.) There are now 



satellite telephones, something any modern crisis response team must have. U.S. military 
officers report that the Peacekeeping Operations Department is now staffed with 
competent professionals in whom they have confidence and with whom they can work 
effectively. Further improvements can be made, but withholding money from the United 
Nations has stood in the way. For example, the U.S. Department of Defense has designed 
a package to update the communications and information system of peacekeeping 
operations, but the current budget crisis has prevented its purchase. Limited budgets have 
forced the Department of Peacekeeping Operations to depend heavily on personnel 
borrowed from member countries, and only the richer members can afford to supply such 
personnel. With cut-back funding, fewer planners are directly familiar with the militaries 
of developing countries that supply so many of the troops deployed in peacekeeping in 
difficult conditions. Although some country missions at the United Nations have military 
advisers, the United Nations has limited in-house capacity to design realistic scenarios for 
U.N. operations. In the past, far too much in planning operations has been left to 
wishfulness and ad hoc improvisation in the field. 

A fourth problem is how to remind member countries of the realistic limitations of the 
organization. The secretary-general can serve this role through clear public statements 
and private consultations. A secretary-general can build influence with member countries 
by attending Security Council deliberations regularly and consulting broadly on proposed 
plans in advance. In the past this has not always been the modus operandi. In addition, 
the selection process for the office of secretary-general has been haphazard, often ending 
up in a choice by default. A secretary-general is chosen by the General Assembly on the 
recommendation of the Security Council. The race for office is based on veto avoidance, 
sometimes leading to a field of candidates who lack appropriate experience and stature. 
The selection process is subject to less scrutiny than is common to any Fortune 500 or 
major university search. 

A fifth challenge, at least for Americans, is how to provide national legislators with an 
adequate sense of oversight of U.N. operations. While the United Nations is an 
international treaty organization, and treaty supervision in the United States falls to the 
president and Department of State, it is not surprising that the Congress wishes to have a 
voice in how U.N. affairs are handled when substantial amounts of money are expended 
and U.S. military forces are involved in U.N. security operations. The physical distance 
of the United Nations from Washington, the confidentiality of Security Council 
deliberations, the complexity of U.N. organizations and specialized agencies, and 
traditional American interbranch competition adds to this sense of removal. Presidential 
Decision Directive 25, issued in May 1994, pledges the executive branch to frequent 
consultations with the Congress, including sharing the agenda of upcoming Security 
Council matters. This directive should be built upon. While views of the constitutional 
scope of executive and legislative powers will differ, every president should find it 
prudent to involve the Congress wherever possible in decisions concerning the use of 
American armed forces abroad under U.N. authority. 

Senate and House members are regularly included in the U.S. delegation to the General 
Assembly; members of Congress have not been able to spend much time in New York in 



recent years because of the press of legislative business, but the Congress may wish to 
explore how to use this privilege to participate in the U.N. political process. So, too, the 
U.N. secretary-general may wish to seek new ways to consult with legislative leaders, 
necessarily respecting the prime place of heads of state and government but recognizing 
that modern presidential government involves shared power. 

The United Nations should be intelligible to its varied constituencies. Voting publics 
must understand the United Nations if they are to support it. The vigorous and hazardous 
work of U.N. personnel in the fieldin health care delivery, refugee work, peacekeeping, 
and development assistanceoften is less visible than the political functions. The same is 
true of essential U.N. agencies that regulate maritime and aviation safety, allocate radio 
communications spectra, and undertake worldwide weather reporting to track hurricanes 
and disasters. The United Nations should overhaul its Department of Public Information 
and make information about U.N. operations more accessible to the American press and 
public. A political unbundling would allow church and evangelical groups, American 
corporations, environmental organizations, transportation safety groups, and other citizen 
associations to identify the U.N. operations that enhance their own international efforts. 
Even so, American public opinion has consistently registered strong support of American 
participation in U.N. programs, including peacekeeping.30In a democracy, the views of 
the public will matter in shaping foreign policy. 

A final challenge is how to handle new civil war and ethnic conflicts. The United Nations 
should continue to seek out senior international mediators who enjoy the confidence of 
their own governments and are skilled in dispute resolution. The American military and 
other national militaries need to address and to war-game what can be done with 
reasonable force structures to separate combatants and deter genocide early in a conflict. 
The complicated circumstances that brought political success and failure in recent 
peacekeeping missions need to be sorted through by scholars, analysts, and statesmen. 
The successful management of these conflicts ultimately requires political focus at the 
highest level of interested governments, including our own. 

Conclusion 

We do not belittle the problems that face the United Nations in managing effective 
operations, recovering from the disappointments of Bosnia, Somalia, and Rwanda, and 
inducing its members to decide on clear policy. But the bottom line is equally plain. 
Continuing the organization we founded in 1945 is an important part of the architecture 
for an effective American foreign policy. The United Nations has served Americas 
security interests, when the United States has had a clear and firm position on a desirable 
course of action, and has served common interests of the world community. The United 
States often will act alone or through other alliances. Our status as a superpower gives us 
options that other nations lack. But international institutions have a purpose. Framing 
common norms, providing a ready place for consultations, enhancing the legitimacy of 
superpower action, and gaining the compliance of other nations through Security Council 
decisions are among the United Nations invaluable functionsand are crucial to U.S. 
interests. Not every decision taken in the U.N. framework will be to our liking. But 



overall, we gain far more than we lose. Our friends and allies would take our rejection of 
the United Nationsthe institutional structure we chose to create after World War IIas a 
radical retreat by the United States from international engagement and responsibility. 
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intangible sources of authority that distinguish it qualitatively from any other association 
of states (Cwerman, Kennedy, Laurenti, Leonard, Mathews, Ross, and vanden Heuvel). 

3. The signers of this footnote qualify their support for this recommendation by here 
inserting for the immediate future: There is no inherent policy logic for keeping 



international organizations in a zero-growth straitjacket in perpetuity. After the fat has 
been cut, this policy effectively mandates annual contractions in U.N. capabilities, even 
as cross-border problems multiply. As the world economy grows, global institutions may 
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(Cwerman, Kennedy, Laurenti, Leonard, Mathews, Mead, Ross, Ruggie, Russett, and 
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